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. ABSTRACT ' , , 
~ \ 
The purpose of this ~,roject "was to , dev'elop an instructional 
. ' ,, \ . 
u!'lit on the hist~ry of the ' to~n <?~ T,r \lni):' ~Trin;~t~ Bay, , ', 
Newfoundland, to, supplement th1e 'Grade' Five ' socl'al studies 
" \, \ . • \, I " ' _ . ~.I.' 
program in' Newfoundland schools ~~ J\ needs asse's'Sment:-'. was the 
'\ • . ~ '. . ~' .. , "~ ' I 
, , . i" { , 
step-i~ · the design . m~el / that w~s ' ~sed to develop the 
• .' . .' . : .. ' ' , • , .' ' ... . ! ~ , 
The ' re'suH:,s of. ,this' asse's'ament 1nd;l.ca:t.'ed that a need~ 
first 
. " 
. ~;' 
," 'exist~d' for the production' of "mater,ials, ,on ' t-hls : topic,. 
" ' • ' ~ , • # • 
l\ ' , 
", " ' . '", 
. I ~ . • ~. "-
sli4e-tape format! wa's:' chosen as the preferred med·:Lum.-
\; . > 
, __ .J 
The instructional unit was ev~l~ated~by 'media, specialists', 
" ,. .. . ' ". , . ') \. '. . 
le~rner ,1 spec!_alists, and, a: content, ,spepi~list. 
, , 
As 'a result 
of thelr cri ticis'm -and sugges'tions, revl;s'ions \'were in~~:e a't _ 
........ 
. • • ' . 1 \ I .. ' . 
, ' • , • • _ I • J ' 
'!arious stages of development. The proJect,: ~.I'=1S ther,l pl:loted 
" ! 
:1 I 
- ' 
" 
------
• I,' • • • \ . /' [. \ • . 
.. 
6 ,'t I • 4 ' • 
', in two schools., The results - Of tJle pret'es"t:~--pos:t-e~e~s~t'------'::"-----
• 
were analyzed uB,lng t~ree fdr~s ' o~ :/d~ta anal~~'i8 •. ~he 
'. 
resulta of this analysis were \'P9Jdtive and in4icated that 
, " 
, , the slide-tape pre,sentat,ion" Trinij:.y -- An E"ilrlY Tra?~,ng 
Centre, is-ready' fo'r ' utiil~at:ion , in the Grade ,Five' sociai 
\ " 
St.ud,ies program throughout ,the pr.ovince .. -: 
,- . , " . 
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IH'l'RODQCTION 
I Tt'inity-An Early Trading Centre is an ins'truc~ional 
unit that J~n be,'used to ' suP~lement the Grade Five soci~~ , • 
studies prJgram' in . schools 'throughout Newfoundland and 
Labrador • . 1 ; sY.~·tems , approach was used to design the package;' 
After the need, for the unit was .identified, a solution was.. 
---chosen from a list ' of. alternatives. This solution was then 
implemented and evaluated. The unit content deals with t~e 
history of t!te town of Trinity in .Trinity Bay, Newfoundland., 
.. 
Historic!l Background to toe Project 
The town of Trinity can boas~ a very colorful and 
vibrant history. Probably the first inhabitants to the area 
':: ,t - • 
. "----
, 
I 
_.1 
.,' were the Beothuck Indians. 
, , Whitbourne (1620) reports that 
I 
" 
. ' . 
. there were' Indian's living at T'rinity and that they often 
stole fishing supplies and other belon~ings fro~ English 
. 
. fishermen stationed iQ the harbour during the summertime. 
\ . 
. .' A~though used for many years' as a base for summer 
--
migratory fi.hermen-;'~it was not until 1675 'tnat any documented 
evidence of permanent settfement is foun~. · In that year, 
. / I 
recorda-five 8ett~ers resident in the/ 
/ 
'Sir 'John Berry, R.N. , 
, 
. 1 
.j 
.--'- I 
.' . " ,., ...... !I~ • • 
.. -' ~ .. ,'~-; . " ;1 '. ~. I\ ·T ~ ~: : , ' . ... _~.~; . , 
~ , ', ' ••• " . I, ,", ' ,. , ~ ' . '. , . ' ... ' ... .. 
¢.' '> "'.' ~ -
, .... 
. - ' 
7- ": 
, . ' 
, , 
.. 
• 
t' , 
~:;~. , ~ ~ 
'.,, ' , ,. 
L f ;_ 
", ', . i ~! - ~.-.:.;..;.:' .-, ' :-. ,. '. :' -'.+. '-(': ' , ' .' -;'?, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
\ 
. , 
2 
harbour. 
' j , § 
Of these five, 'p1an~ers' or settlers, three were 
married and had children living there. 
It took another few d~~ades, however, for settlement to 
stabilize to any signlfic~~extent. Yet, by 1730, Tri~,ity 
bad its first chu!ch ~nd by 1753 the~population is reported 
I 
/ .---
, to, have reached almost 2000. This' explosion,' of population _ 
.. / ' can be. attributed to' the n~ber 'of Poole merchants tha.H;', o. 
/' elece:"'ed to ma~~~inity the base for their op~rations r0~ 
concur.rently the major centre of trade on the northeast"'" i:' 
Cq~st of Newfoundland (Handcock~ 1geI'). ' " , :,', ",! r: ;. I',: ' 
on:"S\,1Ch merchant, Benjamin Lester, who came : to': Tk~riity! :' 
~ . j' l . i ~: ( I ~ 
during the ' 1700s as a shipowner and" trader, gives d~ta~l:s of : ," 
" I ' ~I' , 
, . :, -' ; 1. ,' ,', 
he kept. For L~~' :1 
; : . ", ;·( 1 ! ! ~. 
1801, Lester owneci , 'sh:teYards 
/ ' ~ " . '..l P~ , : ' 
, • ' : ~ t t! " I • ." .• 
and engag~ in ~he fishery on the Grand Banks! in : S~:~.t~:!:Tn! ; :; 
... ' -1-~- I t, ' 0 
Labrador, and on'the French Shore. He also SUPPli~(\~~~~iri~~S 
for woodsme'n, trappers, and' sea1ers~ At his pe,ak,: (L~~~~rl ~,s ' ;, 
. , , '"" ' , ' ,I ,I I 
• . r ...... , ' 
reported' to ha-ve had 60 ships in his pers~ma,l f1e'et.; ·~esr,er ' ,~ 
': " ; ! 'h "'I,I\ , ' : 
._ 1 '·I ~1.. \· . 
, agents were located 'at other settlements ,~round ' ~he ' .. ~~r~~,~st: 
, I " t. ', ~ '. 
coast of the island. ' These men collected ' fish, riiEitr.lbu'ted .\ 
, ,) '::1,' ':, " , . , 
t '~ lf ., f 
goods' and" kept accounts for Lester's. base at Trini~y.\~ H~8 
I I " r -" I ' \ , I 
mansion; builtin 1760, now lies in ruin on the west , ;si:de': df 
tJ ,:.-:~V r', ' ) :,;' , 
.the harbour. ' j" \ 
The imp.ortance of Trinity .wa~ alao bei~9 rec4·~~~e~:;.ll. 
'1l.11 , , , 
" '1'1 , f 'I 
across the Atlantic. The English government decid~ th~t ji • 
il , " I 
. :: '" ", ~ 
, .. 
his business o~erations in a ,diary which 
~ 
example, during the period 1748 to 
, 
r 
1~' • 
'·f: 
.' 
-" 
, ' 
:. ' 
, . 
. '\ 
.. ~ 
.. ~'. ! 
1, __ Jo. 
. " . 
, ~. ~ . ~..-... j ,', . ".! " . ~ , , " .' fo,. .I' · 
" ' 
}. 
;~ ~ .• t 
.~ . 
. ~. 
, '. 
, 
~. 
, ' 
" 
, 
.""'~ , 
.' ''. 
~~ .. ' }: .. . ' 
!..',,' • 
'I ,~ • 
,,' 
,\. 
.~ t, 
, " 
" 
: ." 
'. . 
; 
.. : . I , 
'":.-,. '" 
, 
.' . 4 
. . 
. " 
' .. . .
. ". 
.' .' 3 
• . ~ , . 
" .~ .' . ", . 
'" ~ ...; '. . the'harbou~'should be fortified and in 1744 a battery 'was 
. ~ , , 
" . ' 
erected at ~dmlral'8 Point ·near the#entrance to the. harbour. 
The British w~thdrew their military personnel and, in 1762, 
the F~ench ~ccupied the harbour without a shot being fired. 
~ 
-The fort and much property was destroyed. Large quantitie~ 
of the settlers' supplies' and livestock wer~~lso taken. 
. ' ' 
,Many 'of the 'servant fisherm~n, mostly of Irish descent; 
. " ' . * 
'\ ' 
were forced to "spend 'the winters in ' Newfoundland instead of 
going~back acrossth~ ' Atlantlc with ' ~heir fis~ing masters. 
These ' .. dieters I as. they , were called oft-en existed on ' what 
\..... - . ', . . . 
th~y could 'steal, if indeed they cO';1ld not find .9JUPloyment .: 
.... ~-
in return for food rations. ManY.9~these dieters ended up 
• living in huts' or tilts for the entire winter period and 
starva~ion ,was not an uncpmmon occurance. 
-' 
, There was much civil disturbance and unruliness during 
'these harsh times even though criminals were p~nish~d ~~verely 
, -:--'~ , " '"1-
' for their crimes. For small' of,fenaes such as ~reaking the 
~ 
. Sabbath, sett~ers could be put in the stocks: and ' for more 
s;ri0':1s crimes,'like stealing', ~hey cAuld receive 'many lashes"'-
'. 
at~~ Whipping ,post. 
--, . 
" The Church of England, the predo~inant denomi'nation in 
Trinity during -these early times, bu'ilt its, first church in 
, 
1730'. . It was almost 100 years ' later before the Methodist 
and Roman Catholics established their churches.- The Roman 
.. ' ",-""-
" . I 
Catholic church, still existing today, is believed to .be one 
',.' 
.. 
,> • 
• I • 
" ' 
. , 
.! I '",~ , 
• ~l..' •• .!,- I :." 
'. '- _. 'i . ' .. :j, -'. ' " .. ~ , . ' . , . '. 
--. - . 
--
. . 
':" f 
, " , . 
• 
_ . 
• • 
. ' ~ " , 
---
. ., 
.. -
.. 
-
... 
':. , . 
.' -
·-f ': ~ . :. ,:":'-': ";" ': :;i; 
'. ' ,' .' .1"' .•• . 
. • ~ 'I. 
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of the oldest. bui.ldings in Newfoundland. It. was constructed ... 
in 1833. • 
•. I , . 
The 'first schoolhouse in . Trinity was : built ~n 1828. 
~ 
There is._ evidenc·e., .. ~owever, of private ~ChOOls existing at a~ 
much earlier date. This · type of school was most likely 
-#' 
. ,
, available 'to .children -of 1;.he well-to-do anc" p~obab1y to<;)k , 
-- . place-in private homes~ 
~The kev. John C1inc~;h~ came to Tr-i~ity in ~783 as.a 
.. to, 
" r~i?e~t doctor, and was later to become ordained as a ·.'y"";. ' ~inister, was one of Tri~ityl: s out~~an;~ng ~itizen8~ " :.1.s. · 
.. ..z.. '. . "\.: f, 
known to have compiled a Be~Wuck' vocabu1a~y from a Beotbuck 
. ~ 
child capture~ ,anl b;ought to ~rinity. H~ also had .aeaiing&', 
... 
. I . , 
wit't\ ,another Beothuck: John A~gUSt.4 who ~orked for a Tk'intty ' ~ 
. '. . . . 
merchant and was , buried at Trioity in 1788. Clinch is 
mostly remembered for ,b?ing · the first doctor to administ~! 
the smallpox vaccinUn the New World. Edward' Jenner·, 
. .. . . ,. 
. jlinch·s · sclioo1~~te, se~t a ' samp1e of th9 vaccine to Tr·inity. 
'1 . ' ~ , 
Clinch experimented on his nephew and later inocula~ed ove~ • 
. l 
700 people in t~e Trinity a~ea.-
. ' 
• " ~. - ; . ' I 
since ,Trinity ~as a major trading centre, it "attracte~ .. 
to it social and politi~al . functi~s and · thu~ became a 
centre of regular visitation by digni<taries of chu.rch and' 
• . I l' .-
.f 
• 
state (Handcock, i981, p. 78). II There were also ' many wealthy 
. . . . .. .. . 
and wel1-educa'ted individuals resident in the to~ . itself: . /.'1. ' 
- . 
One was John'Bingl~y Garland, . the first speaker of the BOu •• ' 
. . • _, " I A88e!"bl~ in -Newfoundland. Hi..todc. e~d~nc.; alol> . i~'Hr~:" pf 
~ ",, ; 
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a class.system existed in the town that was based on 
wealth, education, and influence. 
'By the mid~1800s Trinity saw the emerge~ce of St. John'~ 
merchants within the area. Th~se firms.were to eventually 
take over the merchant ~stablishments in th~harbour. Thi~. 
~akeover marked a period of decline in the importance of 
Trinity as a majo,r trading cent""re and by the last of the, 
,certtury the,poPul~t~p and fishery we~e declining as w~ll 
, 
(Haridcock, 1981). \ Although a"whaling industry begari 'to 
, , ' , ~ ' ,,' , 
flourish during: the first decade of .... the 1900s, it was .in the 
____ - ...-- , I • ~ .. 
. en~ ~ort .. lived att ,by the beginning of , World " War I h~d, all --
• 
but, disappeared. to. • 
. ~.}.~y ?d' -,no~ entered ,the modern, era, ~y ,1877 'it bad 
'received-~first tele~raph and in 1893 a road was built 
--- M 
connecting the town to Shoal Harbour, near Clarenville, 
S,teamships were also replacing ·'scho~ners. One of the first 
. 
'steamships to operate out of Trinity ~nded i~ disaster when~ 
. 
she disappeared on a return trip from St. John's. In 1921, 
o • . ' , 
the.first pranch 'railway reached the harbour. 'A unique loop 
was designed in the 'track just outside, the town. 
Trinity's popula.io~ in 1921 was .1Q01. 'Withinthe next 
. , 
10 years, ' Trlnity sa~ the abandonment of the Labrador fishery-
, 
,and the ,oeal fi";hery. After ' the econailiic dep{~osiOil of the \ 
1930's, the·population stood at 300 and;by 19S6·~tHe British 
• 
saltfish industry was also phased out. 
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Trinity today has a population of jus~ under ~OO. 
_. i 
Shipbuilding, the oniy iqdustry remaining from an illustrious 
• 
o 
past, is no~ ~esponsible ,for bUilding/the more modern vessels 
of today's fishing industry~ It 'is i~deed a far cry from 
, . 
the vibrant bustling centre of l~O years-ag~ • 
. -Need for the Project 
- . J 
( .. 
J 
~'\ . 
In 1981, a ' sequential learning design for primary and , 
elementary socia'l studies classes was introduced into the 
. , 
schooLs of Newfoundland and Labrador. This publication, 
entitled Design For Social. Studies, K-Vl, was developed by 
'. . . 
.. 
the province'S De'par~meI:lt of Education. ,It directs/teachers 
;, 
, , 
• 
':t-9 follow.a goal-refere,ilced approach- to instruc~ional planning • 
..... 
The major Qbject.iyes tor the social st.udies program for e'ach 
-, . 
grade l~l are contained within this desig~ as well. 
\ . 
, 
On& of the objectives of this new social studies design 
is sta\ed as follows. · Child~ea should know: 
~atcommunities usually have a long· '. 
'1fistory with impor.tant people an.d events . 
t~a~ are remembered, with traditions and . 
custQms th~t will not die; that communities 
are constaptly changing. (p • . 46) 
Tea~hers th~oU9hoU,t thel prov~nce, . ~hen, must deal with 
quest'ion, ' ''H"ow can this objective best be achieved?" 
" 
.' ' 
-, 
Certain • . ~ study ol the' history 'of th'e ~tudent' s own community.', 
. . ~. ' . . ' 
would be an appropriate instructional route. Many teacher. 
-. \ 
will soon find, however, that the hi~tory or-the student'. 
j' 
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7 
own communit.y is very probably not readily availaD1.e and in 
. all likelihood has not. even been documented. In fact, the 
\ 
. \ 
booktl, journals, manuscripts, and\ other, materials which 
cont.ain the individual histories are not easily found. Few 
, 
teachers · have the abilit.y or the time to do thorough research, 
' and the sources of information are general~YI not written in 
a format that can be adequately used by elementary school 
students. ' 
Most t 'eachers, t.hen, will have to resort' to another 
, . " 
instru~ti~na,l ·plan. . Fortunately, the historic development 
of· many outports ·.paral·lel eaeh other. Hunt (1981) reports: 
The story of one Newfoundland town' . is in 
a general '!lay the .tory of all the rest, 
allowing for local variations. Most of 
the original settlers' came from south-western 
England and from Ireland, bringing with 
them their own custom's and habits which 
continued 40wn through the yea~s. Many 
of- t~em remain with us. The ,people 
p~rsued the same occupatio~ bf the 
, fisheries £OJ:' at least three hundred 
years', and the l:.rade and cOlflmerge attendant 
upon this occupation were common to 
every '.place. (p. 8) " ,. ....... ' 
The next best approach to st.udying one's own community, 
therefore,' is t.o s~Udy the 'history of a similar, c;>utport. 
Through an in-dep,t.h study of the ,historic~l' development of 
" ,,":' -
. such a . communi t.y, student.s are able to become more aware of 
'. 
. t.heir ~wn herit.age~ and, ar~ · given the -opport.unity. to' appreciate 
C ' and understand their own community and their place in it.. 
t." , .. 
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The historic town of Trinity was chosen as, the subje~t 
of this instructional unit because of its well-documented 
history ana rich heritage. Fr'om the days of the Beothucks 
8 
, "-
and Sir Richard Whi t'hourne up to the bE7g'inning ~f ,the present 
c,en.tury, . Trinity has presented an interesting, colorful, and 
vivid history'. It can, nevertheless, be reg«rded as a 
. 
tne Grade Five social studies textbooks they arE! typically 
given only passing refe'rence. . Thus many Grade 'Five ' 'stud'ent 
are unable ,to achieve ef(ectively , an important objective in 
their social st.udies program. Indications were that there : 
were insufficient mater~als available , in suitabl~ formats to 
meet the needs of'teachers ' and students in their .study of 
. 
the history of typical Newfoundland outports. The author 
theref~re decided to conduc~~p ' invest~gati~~ to. es~ablish 
more precisely what needs existed and then to design and 
; 
Prepare materials whi'ch could be used by Grade ,Five teachers 
._ l.. 'l 
and students to help meet these needs,_ • 
.. 
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CHAPTER 2 • 
" 
HEBDS ASSBSSMENT 
. . 
In, chapter one. the author p,rovided a rationale for the 
development of an instructional pacKage on the history of 
Trinity. However·, ie was felt that ~ survey should be 
. ' . , ....... " . 
conducted. to ascertain the extent . to which ,other Grade Five; 
~ .social studies teac},ers ~,rOUghout th'e province felt such a i 
, 
need exist.e~. 
Twenty-t,wo Grade , Five social studies teachers were selected 
from across, the province. They were asked to·complete a 
questionnaire regarding the extent to which they have or 
. wish to have instructional materials on the history of 
Trinity. They were also aSKed whether they felt this was 
a worthwhile study for Grade Five students in our schools. 
.... . ' 
(See Appendix A) ./ 
The rJsults of this survey indicated strongly that a 
. 
need for materials existed. All ~rade Five social studies 
, i ' 
I 
teachers surveyed saiq t~ey, did not know of any in~tructional. 
materials dealing with t~is topic and that a need ~'existed 
for the development o.f mat.erials in this area • 
. ' ' 
A more informal survey was also conducted by the aut.hor. 
o 0 " ~ •• 
, ' , 
The social 'studies, 8pec~alist'wit.h the Department of Education; 
\ i \ 
three 8ocia~\' studies consultants from school boards on the 
• J 
" . 
.. ', .. ' 
.. 
. .i .~.. ' 
, . 
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10 
Avalon peni~sula, and five school librarians were also 
consulted. The subjects of ~his informal survey agree~ that 
there was a shortage of resource mate.r'i:.al on the history of 
Trinity and ,that an instructional unit as ' herein ,described 
would be of enormous value in achieving some of the objectives 
• 
, , 
of the new social studies program., 
The results of these sUJ;'veys indicat~ tnat Grade Five 
. ~ , 
social studies teachers and other knowledgeable ,educators 
, , ' l 
agreed that there ,was a need for suitable materials dealing 
" I' .. . 
with the historic development of typic_al Newfo.undland outport 
," 
communities and that the 'development of resource.material~ 
' -
on the history of Trinity was justified. The author, ' therefore, 
'decided to ~eet this e~pressed need' ~n~ to supply a~ . 
, ' 
instructional unit on the history of Trinity to supplement ' 
the Grade Five socia~ ~studies program.-
Criteria for:the Selection of Resource Material 
~ 
The author established a set of criteria to help 'in the 
_review of ,existing material. ' The ' pu~pose of his set o~ 
I 
criter~a. was to ~rovid~ a standard aga'inst ich materi~ls 
could be compared. A decision was made to 
the material based on the results of these 
following ,set o( criteri" was usedl 
1. Materials must be readily accessible 
student. , 
I , , 
' , . , ~. t . • , 
ctpt or reject 
The 
both teacher and -'-
' :, ~' 1 
. , 
" 
t ' " 
\ .!.~ 
\ 
I, 
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2. Reading and comprehension levels must , be compatible with 
those of the' students using the material .. 
3. Cont.ent of the material must be 'accurate. 
4. Materials must be 'in a format/ th~t 
, 
will hold the interest 
• 
and , attention of the user. 
, . 
,Alternative Solutions , , 
-1' 
" 
I,n order to supp~y the ropriate , in~truGtional material 
to, meet the need her~ are essentially . 
'... 1 . • o ~ ;;; • 
- ) , 
three' available alternative step consider. " These are, 
in order to preferencel 
Step one: 
St.ep two: 
1 
\ ' 
. To identify and obtain alre'ady prepared materials 
- . ', ' I 
whic:...h require no mod-ification to meet the specific 
needs of the instr4cti,!lnal prqb1em. (I-f no slich 
material is', ava,i'lal?le step two is' the, next 
alternat'ive. ) 
' To identify and o~tain-materialS which are 
unacceptable in there present formats and modify 
\ " , , 
' . ", .,-;'<f 
, " 
.. 
them to meet the specific needs of ' the instructional 
~ . • 1 
problem. " Jlf no material is suitable for.' 
, \ 
modificat.ion, step tli~eeis the next altet;,nat,ive.) 
, , , I ,., , . 
Step ~reel To design and produce new materials that,would 
I 
fuLfill the sp~cific need of th, instructional 
" 
problem. 
" 
" 
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The fir'st ,step required. an intensive search O'f all 
available instructional materials dealing with the ,history-
of Trinity. It was found ' that there was v'ery little -mater'ial 
.. ,.... 
available for students at the e~ementary ·lev~l. The levels 
oforeading difficulty o~ the printed materials examined were 
, generally beyond the readiag abilities of the average Grade 
f 
Five student. M<2s,t of ~his.printed material, however, was 
I " 
very appr~priat~ for teache,rs to' use as' background , informa'tion. 
tI 
-in their teaching of the unit • 
. / J ' , 
Much of , the print material found in this survey was-, in 
the ' form o~ _ ~ewspap,er clippings, unpubli,shed papers, and 
" '\ ~ 
, . 
magazine ~rticles, all of which 
, ' ') " -
and archives within St. John' s ', 
are housed at various libra~ies 
Newfoundland. This material 
. . - - . -
.~ - - ' 
,is not normally available on loan and is in many jpstandes 
--' protected by copyright. 
There was ont;! published ,. boo~, ~spects of the History of" 
Trinity by ~he , Rev. E. Hunt, which is available both commercially 
.. 
" 
... . lr . 
a~d through the p~blic libraries 'dealing with the history o~ 
Trinity. I,n ~onunon with most materials examined, this book 
was written for adult readers and therefore is normally 
unsuitable for, -:l,ementary schooll students. 
The scarcity of no~-print mater.i~l on -Trinity is more 
• I _ • I 
apparent. The only available non-print material found was a 
.. . _. 
Department of!. .Education school radio b~oadcast entitled . 
• Conununity Histories. Although this would make excel~ent 
--, 
" 
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13 
supplementary materi~~ it does not sat~~fy our specific 
need in-that it lacks any visual material and is too quickly 
PFesented for ·students to master effectively such a large 
volume of knowledge. 
The author searched the following sources for both print 
and noq-print materials dealing whol~y or in -part with the 
hist.orY "Of Trinity: . 
.;Jnstructional Materials Center, Department Of .• Education, 
St. John's, N!!wfa"~ndland. 
'National Film Board, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
--Oenter, for AUdio-v~ual Education, Memo;ial University 
~/ { 
of· Newfoundland St-. John's, Newfound'lana. .r 
-L.- ' ~ewfoundl~nd Reference Room, Queen Elizabeth II Library, 
'! , , ~ 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, 
Newfoundland. 
Provincia~ Reference Room, A.C. Huntsr Libr·ary, St.John's, 
Newfoundl'and. 
Newfoun'dland Musewn, St. ' John's, Newfoundland. 
---Trini~y Historical Society, ~rinity, New~oun~nd. . 
District Resource Center,' Avalon Consolidated School 
Board, .St. John's, Newfoundland. 
, 
·V 
I . 
\1 Maritime Histo~y Gt:0up, Memorial University of Newfo,undland, 
, I -r!.:~ 
.," 
''']1.' .\ . 
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14 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Provincial Archives of Newfoundland, St. John's, 
, ~. ' 
Newfoundland. 
• 
Department of Tourism, St. Joh~rs: Newfoundland. 
i 
\ 
\ 
Folklore 'Department, Memorial University of Newfoundlan?, 
St. John's, Newfoundland. , 
i ,', 
C.B.C. P~oductions> ; s·t •. John's', Newfoundland. I I. /' . 
., 
.( c 
Medi,a Extension Services, Memorial University of 
f , Newfoundland, St. John's, -Newfoundland. 
'. \ 
, . 
Commercial cataiogues from the Center for Audio-Visual 
i ~ 
Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Se. John's, 
, N ew;o~hd-land • 
Listed below is a description of the materials' obtained 
as I a result of the search conducted by the author. 
, 
Print ~ ~ .. 
Aspects of the History ~ Trinit~ by E. Hunt (l9Sf). 
Thiq book gives a general account of .:.~e_...history of Trinity. 
It was written for general adult readaQ~lity and is therefore 
to_o"advanced for the average Grade Five student. It 'is not 
. 
a sc;holarly w 
pres~ntation. 
of some use 
I 
and often becomes very "chatty" in its 
eral blaCK and white pnotographs might be , 
FiV~ student~, but,generally th~ text 
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'/ 
--I 
is unsuitable as an instructional, mate!l althou:h it wou~d 
be excellent bac~ground or. sUPP1~men~y material for teachers. 
, . 
The Book of Newfoundland. by J.R: Sma'llwood (ed.) (1937). 
Short ~escriptions of variou aspects of the history of 
Trinity' are included, throughout h~ book. It was considered 
unsui table because it is too b~l'ef and d;'est not meet the ' , 
neo!~ of provi~ng ~omprehen.if informau;'n:,.: The'~e i.s _..lao 
a lack of g~od re~ visua4.m~terial included. However, 
it could be used as background or. supplementary material for 
teachers. 
A History of Newfoundland from English, Colonia~, and Foreign . 
Records by D.W. 'pr~wse (1971). 
. -
While no specific ~ection"'()f the book deals with the 
.... .. ~
I . ___ 
history of Trinity, 7eference is ma~e to th~ at .various .... 
" , 
places throughout. Nevertheless, the book could be used as 
background in£ormation or as supplementary material f~r teachers. 
The author also localed a number of unpublished works 
dealing with the 'history of Trinity. However, because of 
the high level of vocab~lary and the ' technical terms, these 
works were 1;00 a~anced for Grade Five students. The ° papers 
were 4esigned for use by the ' general public and for "college 
• 
students. Although unsuitable for elementar~_school students, 
this material would make excellent background and supplementary 
material for the teacher;,t It is unfortunate, however, that 
these papers are unpublished and therefore not available on 
,, -
:.:.' , . . 
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16 
loan from the Newfoundland Reference Room of the Queen 
El izabeth II Library in which they are housed. Below fa a 
list of these materials: 
.---
The Origin and Development of Trinity Up to 1900 by 
W.G. Handcock (1981). • 
/ 
Hiitorical Documents and 'Refer/nce Material on Trinity,-
" Trinity Bay by W.G. Handcock (1981) • 
• A Biographical Profile of Ei.ghteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Century Merchant Families and Entrepreneurs in Trinity, 
.Trinity Bay by W:G. Handcock (1980) • 
/ 
• 
" 
• t 
~ . 
The' Merchant ,rFamilies and Entrepreneurs of trinity in 
the Nineteenth Century by W. G. Handcock (1981). 
-. 
Non-Print 
An i.nvestigation into the 'non':'print ~esources was made, 
, .. 
by the author. An audio-tape was found which could be 
'integrated into ,a unit of work on the history of Tri,o"ity. 
The tape is a school radio broaqcast developed by toe 
. . .-
Newfoundl.and Department of Education and the ,C.B.e. entitled 
I 
Community Histories. It is availabl.e to teachers from the 
Instructional Materia;ls Cente,r of the Department O'f " Education 
\ 
- '\ 
for the prov'ince 'Of Newfoundland: The audio presentation is .. 
a ' valuable source of information for students studying the 
, , 
topic. However, it lacks visuals anc;l does not succeed in 
meeting the requirements for our' proposed unit of study .. .......-:. , 
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,wHich inclUdes specific objectives which require visual m~terial. 
, r 
The auehor also ,located two documentary films on the 
hist~y of Trinity. Where Once They Stood produced by Tom 
Cahil is ~pproximately twenty minutes in ,length. The other, 
TJ:inity, , 8 community' Profile- is approxima'te'~'thre'e minutes 
1.on9. These films would make excellent supplementary materials 
to integrate int,o an instr~ctional unit on the histot:y' of 
• q 
Trinity., They must be rejected as a primary' instructional 
medium, howe,ver', becau,se ,they cover only specif\c issues and 
• 
are thereforQ not comprehe~sive enqugh to meet the requirements 
'Of this instructional unit. . .-The productions are also not 
available to the general public or to teachers who wish to 
use them in the classroom. 
tf 
Rationale for Development of Material.s 
.... 
The need' for instruc'tiona1. materials on the history of 
~Trinity w~s indicated by a formal survey -of Grade Five 
~_ ._ social stu~ies teacher~ and by an informal survey of provincial 
and. school board specialists and school librarians: and the 
decision was made td provide an instructional unit which 
would meet this need. A search was then carried out to 
" obtain materials that wou1d satisfy the need. 'No materials 
were found which could be -used in either their original or 
• ' ~'4 
modified condition. The final remaini~9 alternative wa~ \ 
" , .,\ 
adopted, which was for the author to -develop his own 
' rri~tr~ctional materials on ~he history of Trinity. , 
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In developing the iItStructionar-unit on th~ history of 
Trinity-, the author ,.clecid~d to design an' instructional 
• 
development model which would serve, a~ CL9uide and outline 
to the developmental process. Figure 1 rep~esents t(is 
developmental process. The first step in the developmental 
process, Needs Assessment, was described 'in " this" ~~apter. I. 
.- ~ " I ' .. :A·· I~! 
." 
.. 
'w 
\ 
The remaining steps are described'in the following five chapters ', 
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CHAPTER 3 
LEARNER ANALYSXS 
'f 
Before continuing with the development of any instructional 
... 
material, i. t is important to analyze the cha'racteristics of 
the target learners to ascertain any effect such characteristics 
, 
~ay have on the task'~nalysis, choice of m~d{a, 9r develop~ental 
, .'\t. • 
procedures. The instructio~al unit, Trinity -- An Early 
, -
Trading Centre, was developed specifically for Grad~ Five 
students in Newfoundland schools. The unit was 'actually:, 
, " I' 
tested on Grade five s~udents at CLarke's Beach Elemen~ary 
. 
~ School and Bay Roberts ,Amalgamated School and although they 
• 
reflect ~o a large degree most of the characteristics of the 
primary target audience, these groups ,of students possess' 
--
unlque characteristics that set them apart from other groups 
of learners. '~Based upon the opinions expre~sed by the Grade 
Five teach~rs ~t these scho'ol~, it was assumed thAt Grade 
" ~ 
Fiv~ 
~ 
'students would possess only in~idental Rnowledge regarding 
~ewfoundland history in general. Therefore, no specific ', \ 
" 
entry behavior was necess~ry other than the knowledge expected 
of the aV,erage Grade Five student. 
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,. , 
Student Characteristics 
The Grade Five class at Clarke's Beach Elementary 
School has an enrollment of thirty~three students 
--
17 boys 
", 
and 16 girls and-ehe Grade Five class at Bay Roberts , f Amal.gamated ' 
. 
School h~s an enrollment of twen~y-eight student's -- IS boys 
and'13 g~r1s. The chronological ages for these students, 
r .ange from 9 to 11. 
Environmental Factors 
The students from both ,these schools are pr~dominantly 
Protestant and com~ from a Variety of backgrounds. Most 
parents are in blue collar occupations and therefore tne 
socio-economic standing would be mostly lower-middle or 
middle class. 
.. 
The schools, 'situated- at Clarke's Beach and Bay Roberts, 
both rural c.ommunities in conception! Bay, encompass grades 
L 
- ,. 
.,~ . 
K-9 and each has a library, a gymnasium and'a school populat~on 
0'£ approximately 300. 
The classes were already engaged in a study of Newfoundland " 
history when ' they received the instructional package. This 
previouB activity tended to motivate them toward the learning 
of this instructional unit. 
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Attitude 
Both groups of students posses.s a positive attitude to 
school in general and a more positive attitude toward the 
study of material related to their own provibce.' The Department 
of Education (1981) -.... reports: 
Social studies, if taught from the point 
of view .~' . of our province' s heroes, and 
their great deeds, can be high on the 
ten-year-01Bs list of favorite 
subj'ects. (p. ~5) 
, 
The type , of'medium also has an effect on the attitudes 
I I ' 
·of these s~udents tow~rd a partLcular learn~ng e~~erience. 
Audio-visual materials such as films, filmstrips, slid~-tapes, 
and overhead transparencies te~d to i~crease ,th~nterest· ' 
and motivate them more than the traditional textbook oriented 
lesson. 
Achievement 
The results of the Canadian Test of Basic Skills done 
during the previous year, as well as some informal assessment 
by present and past, te~chers, indicate average clas~~s in 
. . 
'terms of general reading ability and comprehension, study 
skills, .handwriting skills, and language skills. Both 
groups of students are also -regarded as being quite capable 
of working "!ndependently for extended periods of time. 
The author considered these,aspects ~o be important and ' 
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in co~plying with this information, has produced an instructional 
program that can be effectively utilized over a wide range ,~ 
of 'achievement levelS: among these students. No difficulty 
• 
was anticipated for the Grade Five classes at Clarke's Beach , . , ' 
Elementary School and Bay Roberts Ama~gamated School in 
completing the instructional unit, Trinity -- An Early 
Trading Centre • 
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CHAPTER 4 
TASK ' AHAloYSIS 
\ 
,Task analysis is a preliminary step in. the instructional 
design process in that it helps the author organize the 
information which is to be included in the instructional 
. unit. This 'is. carried out by breaking. down the general 
, , 
headings into a series of 'component subheadings" o'nce this, 
- . ' 
is accomplished, the author may then choose the critical or 
essential information and disc~r~ any' irrelevaht 'or' non-essential 
... 
material that might otherwise be inclui:ied in the instructlonal 
package. 
Task Analysis 
The purpose of the instructional unit was to communicate 
to Grade Five social studies students in Newfoundland schools 
~he history of the town of Trinity, Trinity Bay. Figure ' 2 
rep.resents the m~int!ask or goal of ",the proje£~ and divides 
. i' • 
the unit into its ~rincipaL pJlrts -- the six subheadings. 
~ . 
,These .subheadings are divi~ed further, in Figures , 3 to 8, 
'.into finer subheadin98 ' of information to be communicat:ed to 
. , ..,. . 
. . 
the learner. Onc::~ th_ -had been done, ,the au'thor fo~mu la ted 
into statements ~he behavioral objectives or intended learning 
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outcomes of what the student is requirerl tc>Know as a res~lt 
of completing : the instructional unit on "the history of Trinity . 
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Behavioral Objectives 
Behavioral objectives are the transformation of tasK 
... 
34 
analysis into statements of what students are required to do 
as a result of instruction. From the breaKdown of the tasK 
analysis for thi~ instructional unit, the following behavioral 
-~ 
objec~ives were derived: 
-" 
, ..: ~ . 
1. Give~ a"rnap,of Newfoundland labeled with five p,ossible , , 
choi:es,~e student will identify the correct locati~~ 
of Trinity. 
2'. ' Given a list of five possible c~oic_es, the s'tudent will 
, identi~y' the two probable reasons for the origin of the 
place n'arne Trinity. 
• 11 
~ --3. Given a list of four poasible choices, the student will 
ident~fy the ffrst people who probably lived in or 
around Trinity harbour. 
4. Given a list of tpree events that marK the development 
of Trinity~s a permanent settlement, the student will: 
s. 
.. 
identify this developmental process by numbering fr6m 
\ one to three the order in which the events,occurred. 
\ .. 
G~ven a list of five possible choices~ the student, will 
, 
id~\tifY the reasons why English merchants. chose Tri~ity 
as a~ase for their op~Jn~. 
6 •. Given a'list of four possib~e choices, -~he student will 
. 
identify the rnost*important industry at Trinity during 
the eighteenth and nineteent,- centuries. 
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7. Given a list of three possible choices, the student 
will identify the principal reason for Trinity's decline 
as an impbrtant trading centre from the' 1850's onward. 
f 
8. Given a list of three possible choices, the student 
will identify what Trinity is like tOday. 
Once the behavioral o~ec~ives have been established, a 
• 
criterion .test can be constructed relating to the objectives ' 
and a criterion for successful performance can be established • 
. - , 
For the instru,ctional unit, TrinH:y--- An Early Trading 
Centre, ' 'eight ,ob'jectives were identified aq,d a C'~iteri; 
~st was constructed relating to these dbjectives. The 
criterion for'measuring the succes's of the package was 
• 80%-80" in which if 80% of the students attain 80% correct • 
• 
- . o~ the criterion test, _. the un#- would be considered to be 
acceptably successful in achieving its oojectives • 
• 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHOICE OF MEDIA 
,Because there were no instructional materials available 
to adopt or adapt for the particular set of , behavioral 
objectives as stated in Chapter 4, it was necessary to 
develop the materials locally. However, before ~aki~g any 
decision regarding the appropriate :medium or media to" use in 
,. 
communis:ating the information neces"sary to achieve these 
objectives, the author examined the literature' pn media in 
instruction. The question became "Would a mediated resource 
package provide the most appropriate method of instruction 
for grade Five students on the topic" of the history 'of Trinity?" 
Related ' Literature 
Numerous research studies have been conducted regarding 
the use of media 'in instruction and many of them support its 
use (Deutsch, 1977; Chance, 1961: Wendt and Butts, 1960: 
. , 
Dozier, 1974; Gropper, 1963: and Moldstad, ~974). Teachers 
should not be bound to the printed word but should utilize 
f 
various forms of media to help students reach their potential. 
Indeed, learners differ in their learning styles and by 
. ' 
providing a mult;-media ap~roach to learning, the interests, 
papabili ties, and needs of students can be more reacHJy achieved'. '. 
(..J . 
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Nevertheless, the media that are eventually selected, 
should have the qualIties necessary to fulfill the given 
objectives of the program. Thiagarajan, Semmel ,and Semmel 
37 
,,,'(1974) point out that media selection should be made 
systematically, tak~ng into account' such factors as the 
learner's ' characte,ristics, and the pragmatic constraints 9f 
the producer and consumer. The choice then, becomes a 
crucial step in the developmental pz;oocess, -since it can 
~ ''': ~ :....'".v 
- " 
determine the effectiveness of the inst~uctional unit as a whole. 
, ; 
Survey of Teacher Attitudes Toward Media 
i , 
! 
The author conducted a survey to determine Grade Five 
.. 
social studies teachers' attitudes toward various forms of 
media from the point of view of , instructional value and 
suitability in ~e c~assroom (s~e Appendix A) \ 
"Instructional Value" referred to the effectiveness of 
a medium in achieving learning obj ectives. II Sui tabili ty" 
l'Ieferred to the 'suitability of the medium to a particular 
classro~m,situation, including such considerations as 
• 
." 
acc .. essibilitY of appropriate , equipment: the teacher'; familiarity r 
with the operation4f'bf the equipment an? facilities for 
darkenin~ the c~a88room to enhance viewing. 
~'Teachers were asked to do two th~ngsl (1) rate each 
,medium on a scale of one to five: , (2) assig'n each medium a 
. . 
rank value, 'with one being the best, two being aecond beat, ' 
• 
etc. The six categories of media emphasized in the questionnaire 
. ' 
\ " , ' I" , 1, , '·, \ •• ~ .... ' t; .' .. ' , . :: .. 
~: , 
, '.~' 
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were: audiotape, slide set, videotape, booKlet, slide set 
plus audiotape, ' and slide set plus written script. Teachers 
were instruct~d to assign it$ms they felt of equal value the 
same rank number. 
~rty questionnaires were distributed to Grade Five 
social studie.s teachers -- 20 to teachers in St'4 John I s ~nd 
20 to teachers in Trinity and Conception Bays. ~hers were, 
r 'andomly selected frOm the~e areas. . Twenty-two of the 
.... ,....,:::--' . , 
.questionnaires were returned. Tlte results of the , survey are' 
I. 
charted in Table 1 • 
. , 
The results of the survey show that ' th~tt-itude'8' of 
Grade Five social stUdies te'achers from ehese areas of the 
, . 
. province arj..positively oriented toward the use of the slide 
set p~ audiotape\ for~at both in terms of instructional 
value and suitability_ ,The results also indicate that th~ 
.. 
.overwhelmi,ng majority of :eachers su~veyed have acrss to 
appropriate. audio-visual equipment/for the slide set Pl~ 
audiotape ~,format and that they are familiar ~ts . operation • 
'-" , , . " ' 
As well, teachers felt that this format best represented 
their choice of media in meeting the learni:ng 9bjectives of 
the instructional unit. 
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Resu1~s of Media Preference Que8~ionnaire 
Audio-' , 
tape 
Slide 
Set 
Video-
tape 
Boot1e~ 
Slide 
Set. Plus 
Audio-
IDs~rJr1C~ional 
VI4l1ue 
1 234 5 
-
2 686 
6 10 4 1 1 
10 5 4 2 1 
'" 5 15 2 
tape 16 4 - 1 1 
Slide Bel:-
Plu. 
, 1frit~eD • 
Scrip~ 5 14 1 ' 2 
'C' • _ ' _ . 
. . ., 
, f • 
, , 
~ .. - ," , 
, 1 
Suitabi1i~y 
", 
1 2 3 4 5 
.,' 
I , 
.4 .6 5 6 1 
~ 
10 8 3 1 -
5 5 6 2 4 
• 
9 7 4 2 
16 4 - 1 1 
r 
) 9 4 1 -
'.' 
" 
.; 
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• 
./ 
~. 
~ 
, , 
Media 
Preference 
.. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
- -, 4 9 3 5 
,3 1 2. 4 6 1 
2 .'6 5 1 3 4 
5 5 2 3 ~ 2 • . 
... 
-
3 9 7 1 1 
, ,' 
' . :.~~~ 
' ... 
. .: . . 
lit .. .. ... - ~ 
; . ~ ., .1-
t _ 
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Technical and Cost ~onsiderations 
• 
,,' 
40 
. 
The cos~ and convenience of the ~edia also had to be 
-- . 
considered. Although videotaping ~nd motion picture are 
widely used, the available limited production capabilities 
and limited production equipment made them less realistic 
choices. The author saw the slide set and/or audiotape 
formats as being more practica~ and economical for this project.:~ 
Selection ' of ' Media 
For this unit, then,1 it was decided that a slide set 
plus audiotape format represented the best choice of media. 
I 
It was felt that much of the required information could be 
r vi~ually represented in a slide, set by using maps, drawings, 
~ld paintings, and both old and recent photographs as wel~.-
The slide set could 
.. ' 
would. interpret the sl 
ented with an audio'tape which 
for additional information 
tit 
regardi~ th~ visuals, ana 'both could be tied together into 
_ --_..--.r:,. 
a meaningful presentation on ~he history of Trinity. 
This format represents Grade Five social studies teachers' 
preference for mee~ing ,the learni~g objectives of the 
~ 
~nstructional~nit, is economical, easy to use, and requires 
• 
a minimu~f production equipment. Based on these 
~onsiderations, the author chose the slide set plus audiC?tape 
~ 
format for elle instructional unit" Trinity -- An EarlY ---- - -
Trading ' Centre. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PRODUC'l'IOH PROCBDORES ARD PRELIMIHARY EVALUATION 
After the decision to use the slide-tape medium was 
made, the author resea~hed the factual c~tent required 
. ,.. 
, ~eet th~ be~vioral ~obje ivee of the instructional unit. 
to 
~This research was carried ou~ at the Newfoundland Room of 
the O~een Elizabeth II Library at Memorial ' University of~ 
Newfoundland, the Provincial Archives,. 'and the Newfoundland 
Public Library. The accuracy of the information was verified 
by a content specialist • 
---' The Script, Slides, and Audio-tape 
Before writing·the script, the author organized the 
information in storyboard form and then proceeded to search 
, 
for appropriate visuals' to accompany .each storyboard card. 
The visuals used in the production came from a number of 
sources. Many of-the photographs and illustrations were 
dup1icated from old textbooks on Newfoundland history and 
- -------. 
from rare photographs found in ,the collection of the provincial 
archives. I A number of slides were taken on location at -
, '-..J' 
Trinity, and graphic works -- such as maps and 9raphs , ~ 
I 
• 4 
were photographed from original graphic art work done~y the 
. author; 
,-
... 
" -,-. ':J' . j>_ f.'\ ' f • • ' '" • " 
II "'\1 '" ·"';3:-··. : l\ • , . • , J ,.' , • 
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Once the ~cript was~~tten and the accompanying visuals 
• were acquireal, the sound track of the slide-~ape-presentation 
was produced and mixed at the sound studio o~ the Centre for 
Audio-Visual Education at Memor[~l University of Newfoundland. 
'Evaluation by Media Specialists 
_'Several media' spe~i~lists were consulted during the 
development of the slide-tape program. These, included an 
• 
instructional dJ'sign specialist, 'a professional photographer, 
and a graphlc artist, all with the Centre for Audio-Visual 
.. 
Education at Memorial University; As a result of the 
" ...,--
recommendations by these specialists. several revisions were 
, . 
m&tte-to-'the script and a number of the slides' were ch~nged 
...t 
or improved. 
Evaluation by Content Specialist 
, 
. 
-;----
The content specialist consulted for this production 
.was a professor at Memorial Uniyers-ity of Newfoundland who 
has complete~ a study of the development of Tri~!ty from its 
origiRs to the 20th century. His opinion was sought on the 
. 
presentation of the material and on 'the accuracy of the 
. ... 
content. He expressed satisfaction with the presentation 
. ... · r ...... 
and therefore recommended no changes in content or presentation . 
. ~~ 
techniques. 
. ' 
t \ ~. 
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Evaluation by Learning Specialists 
Two Grade Five teachers acted as the learnin9 specialists 
for the instructional unit. After thoroughly examining the 
packagE!-" they reported that the material - was wel ~ sui ted for 
Grade Five students. They could see no problem with the 
J 
reading or comprehension level of either the slide-tape 
~ 
presentation or the test: items. These specialists were 
satisfled with the package and therefore offered no suggest-ions 
fo~ changes in any part of tl)e instructional unit • 
Evaluation by Learners 
~ 
., 
. 
.. - ~ 
( 
The author selected a group of ten Grade Five students 
,', 
..; 
to function as a small pilot-study group to view - th~ slide-tape 
presentation and to complete the pretest and post test. 
These students were then questioned regarding their interest 
I, 
in the slide-tape presentation, the -difficulty of the test 
. ~tems and the qual,ity of the visuals an¥he audiotape. 
Their'(comments and suggestions were noted and were discussed 
with the learning specialists afterwards. The format of 
. 
~ 
m~IlY of the test items was changed as a result of the feedbacK 
received from these students. 
, 
• ~ft~r carrying out the changes suggested by the various 
.... 
, ~ , . 
specialists and learners, the package was ready for a large 
9ro~p pilot-study to determine its effectiveness in a more 
formal manner. 
, . 
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CHAPl'ER 1 
PORIUkL EVALUATION 
. 
In order to demonstrate that the instructiona~ unit was 
, , 'f 
c.apable of transmit.ti~g t.he stated behavioral o~jective8 to 
J 
the intended learner, an evaluation of the·- inst~.uc-t-ional 
package 
testing 
w!1s necessary. This process included the classroom 
of students rep\:-esentati v~ of the intended audience, 
.41'\ 
and an analysis of the results of these tests. 
... 
Student Te8~ing ~ 
,. I 
• 
The classroom testing involved two groups of Grllde Five, 
... 
-
students in two separate scho,ols. Both groups were given a 
.~ ) 
pretest, the slide-tape ~resenta tlon, and a posttest. The '" 
. ~ . 
da ta collected ~' from the two groups were subjected t~;o the 
following data anal'ysesl 
~ . Comparison of Pretest. ... Posttest means 
2. . Overall success in reaching 'objectives 
. 
3. Item Analysis 
• Comparison of Pretest-Poattest Means 
Thia analysis ".,8os used to show whether or not the 
slide-tape presenta.ti~n ~aU8ed , ,~~~nificant dif~erent:e 'in 
the growth of leaRling eXperienced by the students, in other 
.. ' . --... ' , if , 
~ I 
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words, to show the ~ exte~ ..... 0£ .. success 
\ 
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of the production as a 
whole. 
\ 
Here the students' mean gain score or the -di fference 
between the pretest score and the po~t test score of each 
student is compared. 
'- /. 
• ) Overa"tl Success in Reaching Objectiv 
. 
Wi th this analysis, the percent of students with the 
various percentages of correct items the posttest are 
shown. calcu1~~ions were made what percentagl) 
J 
o~ the sub~ects.- answered 100% ' o~ the . sttest items. correctly, 
- .90%· of the. posttest items correctly, eb" 70~ and less than, 
• ,1 ' \ ~ 
-
70%. .This measure was then used to determine the extent. 'to 
wh.ich the objectives were being reached. 
It was determined,before the an~l.ysis was made that if 
80% of the students answered 80% of the items correctly, the 
~-- .. , 
learningo~experience of the students would be considered a 
success. I 
.. 
Item Anal.ysis 
Item anal.ysis was used- to d~t",rmine 0 ~hether or not each 
... 
object.ive had been met and, i.f so, t.9 what extent the 
:.....- \ . 
presenta tion 9f the material. cont~fb~t~d ~o that ~ucc~s·s. :J 
" . " .. "}~:t" 0 
-:~' 
------
. ' . 
" For each item, the total nutnber of c~rrecr ;e~pon:s ori\.~h.:J. 
prates, /.' and the pO,st test were compared" -~ ~ 0 
. Three tests were then applied. A x2Jt~~t :.as used to 
determine whet.her or not .the di£.ferer1C::e et-ween'" the number 
,-Of' correct respon8;~'- ~n,the p~st . an~ those on the posttest 
. " , 
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could ha~e been attributed,to,chance. A second test was 
used to show the proportion of studen~s that,anawe{ed the 
qUestio~s correctly on the posttest. ~~y, '~4 t ,hird ,test . ..,_ 
was used to indicate the amount of suc;.ce9s which could be J 
attributed to the instruction. "f , 
.. , 
"\' 
." 
, . 
t 
, , 
1 
Instrumentation . .. ~ . . ~~ 
Th~ pretes,J: and postteft questions used on the evaluation 
, .'~ J " i f.Ni 
were of . ~n objective design and included. both-. mul tipl~\l" 
• 
choice and'--1matching forms. Tbe pretest was similar' to the , . 
..... 
posttest, except that 'the order o ,f the it-ems were arranged 
. ~.
- ,/ . . 
differently. The questions were formulated to correspond to 
the behavioral objectives of the instructional package • 
., , ' -
Ta1:t~2 indicates the matching of each test item on both the 
, " ~ 
• 
, . . 
p ... retest and posttes,t with the beh:-vioral objectives .of, the J' 
instructional unit. I ~ 
..... -
\..-. 
Both th~ b~avioral objectives and tpe test ittems were 
"" " , 
s~died by learning specialists who indicated that ·the testa o .. 
)should be satisfac;~ry me,su/es 0\ gain. in COg~i~ive/l'lowl.edge ~ 
after instruct:I,on. 
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, Objective 
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·1 
2 
3 
.... 4 
4 · 
\, 4 1 
• ... 
5 
"' .. 6 
7 
8 
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TABLB 2 
, , . 
Objectives Matched vi~ Items OD 
the Pretest' ~ ~he Postteat 
• 
~ 
" 
Px:etest 
Item 
7 \ 
• 
,/ 
5' 
1 
8 
_9..-
• 
10 • 
3 
, 
6· 
, 4 
.,.. 
-
2 
" 
~ , 
" 
\~i , I 
• 
" 
. '. 
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Poatteat 
j Itea 
•• 1 
f 
, . 
3 
4 
5 
6 
.. 
7 
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10 
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Selection of Students 
Two groups of Grade Five Students were setected to ta~e 
~ 
part in the for~ evaluation of . the instruc·tional unit. An 
analysis of these students was plesented in Chapter Three. 
Both groups of students were similar in age, I.Q., reading 
ability, . and interest. 
Classroom Procedures~ 
__ The testing was carried out within the first 3 weeks of 
the school year. The author discussed the nature -of the 
) 
project wi,th the teachers beforehand and times were selected 
• for classroom ,Tpresentations.~_ Teachers were asked \0 explain. 
to the stud'ents that the results of the pretest would n\t be _ 
held against them. 
After completing the p~et~st, student were shown the 
- ~ 
slide-tape presentation and then proceeded to complete the 
.... 
posttest. No technical or operational problems were encountered 
during the presentation or with the tests. 
A --
The tests were then evaluated and the data for analysis 
was compiled. 
Analysis of Results 
---
-- . As ~tated earlier in this chapter, the data collected 
was subjected to .the following data analysrs& 
. (1) Comparison ef prete8t-P~ttest Means 
. . 
(2) Overall SucceS8 in Reacoi~9 Object~ves • 
• 
. , . ~ 
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.. 
(;3) 'Item Analys~ ,. 
• 
Comparison of Pretest-Post test Means 
The difference betw,een the students I mean scores on the 
, / 
pretest and the posttest were compared and the res~lts are 
shown in Table 3 __ 
• 
. 
TABLE 3 \ 
, 
.. 
,c~ri8on of Pretest-Postteat Means 
Pretest 
Mean 
2.9 
P08tte8~ 
\ 'Mean 
8.1 
,T-Score 
27.8 
• 
Leve1 of 
Significance 
. • 001 
The t-test for dependent means was used to ,dete.rmine ' 
whether the difference between the mean 0\ t~e pretest and 
the mean ~ the postte~t was s~atistically si9~ificant_ The 
difference bet~~en the mean score on the pretett and . the 
mean score on the posttest was 5.2. As shown in Table 3 
thi. difference Was statistically significant at the .001 
'r 
1~~e1 of ~ignif~cance. 
'\ 
/ Sin~e the learners' only exp~rien~e betwe~ the pretest 
and .the Po8ttlt\t was the showing of the 81i4e-~ape -presentation • . 
it i. reasonable to conclude th&t the improved difference in 
, \ 
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. . 
their performance on the posttest scores can be attributed '\ 
to their viewing the slide-tape prese~tion before completing 
the post test. 
'..,. 
Overall Success in Reaching Objectives 
. 
; Table 4 shows the percentage of students with the 
I 
various percentages of correct items on the posttest. 
, -
TABLE 4 
Overall Success in Reaching Objec~ive. 
, of S~uden~s 
9 
22 
85 
94 
6 ' 
, of ItemS Correct 
100 . :{ 
90 or~re 
80 oll.. ;;;re 
,70 or IDO!, 
less th, 7~· 
• 
. ' .. 
• 
,. 
• 
As shown in the table, es, of the students answered eo, i 
• • 
or more of the items correctly. Only 6' achieved a . score of 
less th~n 70'. These findings show a satisfactory success 
..... 
rate by the students ,and therefore demonstrate an acceptable 
, . ~ 
level of performance for the inst~uctional unit • 
• 
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Item Analysis 
.. 
£ 'As stated earlier~in the chapter, the purpose of item 
,/ . 
. 
, analysis was to determine if each objective had been met, 
an~' if so, -the extent to'iCh the presentation ' ?f the 
materiai contributed. to this success. Analysis indicated a 
positive significant difference between each pretest test 
item and each posttest test item. 
As shown in Table 5, there ·are significant differences 
' in the numBer of students having items 
..,.. 
(Ns ~,re,test column) ' and those having 
qorrect' on tht! pretest .P 
..?'" 
"'-'-- ,,,.-.-
items correct on the 
.;'l 
posttest (Ns - Posttest column). The percentage of correct 
responses to the. items on the posttest (as shown in the Ps -
~ 
Posttest column) was also favorable. There is 'a significant. 
increase in learning by the stud~nts as demonstrate~ by the 
I , 
difference in the number of successful students on all 
~ . 
posttest and' pretest items. seven were s\gnificant at 
P< .001 and three were significant. at P<·.Ol. t ' 
Th8)S.I. or sucgess index ranged from .68 to .93. 
I 
.These results indicate the degree to which' success on the 
posttest c~n be attributed to ·the instructional unit. Items 
5, 6, and 7 are slightly below th~, expected success ratio 
usually set· at t~e ~ or .80. ~e differences, however, 
are small and do not indicate a problem with thetsuccess of 
the instructional unit as 'a whole. 
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Questi~ 
2 
3· 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
" pc.05 
**P<.Ol 
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TABLE 5 , 
,r ' " • 
." 
I tem ~a1yais 
Hs 
(Pretest) 
14 
II 
17 
19 
13 
9 
14 
23 
.20 
17 
. 1 
*** P<.OOI 
--
- .J, 
• 
-" '~ 
Ha, X2 
(Poatteat) 
/ 
50 20.3**' 
, 45 20.6*** 
43 , 11.3*** 
49 13.2*** 
40 13.8**· 
37 17.0**· 
41 13.3**· 
46 7.7** • 
45 9.,6** 
42 10.6** 
• 
,. , 
" =-. -
,Pe 
(Poatteet) 
, 
-
.93"-
.83 
.80 
.91 
.74 
.69 
.76 
.85 
.83 
.79 
, . 
-' 
S2 
S.I.' 
.. 
.93 
.79 \ 
.76 
.86 
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Conclusion 
Formal evaluation of the instruction unit, Trinity -- An- ' 
Early Trading Centre, was carried out to determine whether 
.. 
(or not the' lea~ners would acquire the information specified fo' 
" " ~ 
by the behavioral objectives set down earli~r in this report. 
I 
A'n analysis c;f the pretest and posttest results indica'ted that 
the package was successful, as there was a .statistically 4 
'significant improvement between 'pretest and pos~test scores. 
\ . ' , .' f 
Resul~s of th;;' ' learn,ers I performance as demonstrated by 
: . 
-; -thei'r test scores on the , instructional unit indicat.e that 
" , ' , ' , 
. ", 
' the objectiv~s, of ,the package were achieved by th~l~arners, 
and ~ha~ this ,~rodu~ion i~ succ~ssful i~ providing nee~ed 
" materials ,which· deal with the history of a typical Newfoundland 
community in the Grade F~ve social~tudies curriculum. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CON~HS ABD RBCOMMBIIDATIOHS 
~he instructional unit, T~r~i~n~i~t~Y~ __ ~A~n~~E~a~r~l~Y~T~r=a=d~i~n~g 
Centre, was developed to ' fulfill an existing need for resource 
l , 
material at the Grade Five level. The presentation was 
developeq using a systems approach. After compl~.~ th, 
unit was pi-loted in. two Grade Five classrooms. A 'data 
'analysis ot the results , of ,the piloting project showed th,at 
. . 
the packa~e -was a successful production. 
This slide-tape presentation cOULd probably be utilized 
successfu~ly in other grade levels. Indeed, the slide-tap~ 
presentabion should be of interest to students from Grade 
Five to Grade Nine. 
~ 
I t is the hope of ,the author that more projects ~ke 
T.:..:;.r~i;,;.:n~i:..;t;.Jy~-;..-......;A:.:;.;;n....;;:E~a~r:..;l;.Jy~T~r=ad.;;;.;;;i~n;,;;gI......,;C;.;e;;;.;n;,;.t=-r~e be deve loped --by other ~ • 
. ' 
Many other Newfoun~land outpo~t communities' have ' their own 
, . 
rich histories which could be developed into an instructional 
-I 
unit to supplement. the ~de Five·s~cial studies program. 
Ip concJ.psion, then, the slide-tap~ pr'esentation, 
". ~ ... . 
Trinity -- An Early Trading Centre, was successful and the 
general objective to produce supplem~ntary re'source material .J 
. ' 
for the Grade Five social studies program was achieved. 
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PAR'l' I 
• 
1. Do you think ~hat the history of a Newfoundland community 
like Trinity, is a worthwhile subject of study for Grad' 
2. 
3. 
Five students? 
Yes [ ] No [ J 
Do you think that a study of 
Five students to become ~e 
heritage? 
~ 
Trinity would enabie Gr.ade 
aware of their Newfoundland 
" ... ..-,' 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
I Are you. presently using, or are you familiar with any 
.. 
<-instructional material~ on the history of T~inity? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
':", . 
Ii ,,4' .'''' 
, ' 
If "Yes" , (:0 Please list materials overleaf.' ~ ( (ii) Are you satisfied wieh these materials _ 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
(iii) Would you like to have new materials? 
.. 
-
..- Y~s ( ] No [ ] 
If "No" would you consider using material on Trinity if . 
,~ " 
it were available? 
~ Comments 1_ 
Yes [ ] • No [ ] 
• 
• 
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PARI' II 
fl. 
'. This questio~nair~ is designed to assess your attj..tude 
toward various forms'of instruc~onal materiai's from the 
point of ~iew of dnstruc~:on~; val~e and suitability. 
"Instructional valu/.eiier~ tc? the effect~veness. of 
.J ... 1..I ., ~ 
each medium in achieving learning objectives. 
. , ,\- ' . 
~'Suitabil~it.y" .refers to the suitability of tl)e medium 
. \ • f .. • 
to your particular ciassrobm situation. This would include 
}. 
• 
I 'f' " I) . . 
such. considera~on8 ~~ ' acce8sibility of app~op~iat~ equipment, . 
- :. 
}, 
..., ,(-
.. 
.. 
your familiarlty with. the' operat.ion of ,e'ciuipme~t, '~nct facilitle"B '. \ . 
for darkening y?ur room t~ enhance viewtng. 
., I 
You are asked to do ,two things:. ~l) - rate e~~h medlum 
• J .. ' • 
" on a scale of one to 'five: (2) assign each medium a rank \ ' 
value, with one being t~~ best, ~o bein~ second best and BO 
. '" . . ' 
on. , Your rating 6f each medlum in ,terms of'''instructional 
'\ •• 'l '1 
value and "suitability" should help you trecide' upon an ,. ~ 
appropriate rank number. 
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a. , Au4!o-taPe 
, , 
b. Sli4e Set. ', 
c. . Videotape--~ 
,- \ 
d. 
12345 
" 
1,2' 3 4 5 
1 2, 3 4 , 5 
• 2 3 4 5' 
r e. 
.BoOklet \ 
',/ "'.::::;:;;:; 
, ' \' 
Sli4e ,.et plus ' 
__ - t!O , a~io-tape ' \ t1.~ 4 5 
£. ~ 6,114e ,.~ plu8 \,' , -,.~ '\ e 
,~; .. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
,1 234 5 
.1 2 '3 4 5 
----
1 234 5 , ... ~--
.--. 
1 ,2 3 4 5 
I __ ___ 
< 
.,. 
1 234 5 ',ai t. ten .cript ': . :..t' '2 ':3 4. 5 
, ~ ----------------~----\_~--.----------------------~------~---
, 
.. 
, , 
Can "yoU .. su9gest. any other., medium/med;a which you feel would 
, . 
be 
.. 
, 
effect.ive in 'meeting the need for instructional materials 
'--- .--. .'. -,.If. ' the st~dy of the history ,of Tr~ity?' 
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APP,ENDIX B 
., 
- 'I 
". 
,J 
SCRIPTa' Slide-tape Presentation 
\ 
Trinity An Barly Trading Centre 
--
\ 
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1. Focus slide. 
2. 
3 • 
Blank slide. 
Introductory slide. 
.. 4. Introductory slide. 
S. ' Introductory slide. 
6. rntroductory slide. 
\ 
• • 
.. 
7. Trinity -- a grand old town o~ Newfoundland 
\ 
8 • 
9. 
in one. of th~ most beautiful spots in the province. 
Title' s"lide. 
-
• 
10. The origin o~ the name Tr~nity is uncertain. 
63 
11. Maybe Gaspar. Corte Real, an early Portuguese explo~er, 
12. 
13. 
gave the place its name when he first discov'ered the 
• 
harbour on Trinity Sunday, in the year 1501. 
. · \ . - . ' l 
The .name may have originated: from the three arms that 
, 
form the outline of\ the harbour. 
14. Beothuck.lndians probably lived in or near Trinit~ . 
harbour before the arrival of the Europeans. 
15. Sir Richard wpitbourne, who wrote about hta fishing 
expedition there in 1580, 
16. <,reported that Beothucks often stole material from 
17 ~ 
English fisherm'n who used the harbour during the 
summert~e to cure. their f~sh. 
. -Trinity had no year-round settlers for.a long time 
. 
" '-
f ~1ter its discovery. eless, a largf.' number' of 
l these Ehglish fishermen -came to ~inity during the 
spring. They lived on b?ard fished from their ships • 
..t 
• -
-: ... { ~ • .. ·,t t·· ... . ' ..,l - ' ~ .. . 
~ '-
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• 18. In the _ ~l they r:eturned to their homeland with the 
season I s catch of salted cod. 
19. In 1615 Whitbourne es~,blished a court of the Admiralty ~ 
at Trinity to deal with the complaints and wrongdoings 
of fishermen in the area. t . 
'.' 
-- '\. 
. 20;-\ This was' ,-he fi~st such court to be held i~ the Ne~.W?rld. 
\ . 
21. -At the ttme the first census war;-' taken in 1675, 36 
! 
,-/ people were living at Trinity. They included 5 boatowners, 
\ 2 women, 8 children, and 21 male servants. • 
f ' ' • 
These e~rly settlers were mostly summer fishermen 
, ~ 
22. who 
I 
came , from the west country counties of ' E;ng~~nd . 
.. ' 
23. Settlement wlia small a!ld unstable during the first few 
\ 
decides. ' Some stayed· for only a year qr so and then 
. , . 
-
moved elsewhere. 
24. '_ The settlers consisted mos,~ly of ~""'''Ars and . ~he~r -
servants. Few women or children during 
- this early period. 
"\ 
_25. The population grew rapidly from 1 the middle 
t 
"'of the century. sy"the 1730s Trirftty .ha,d its own 
local magiwtrate as "well as its own church and in 1753 
a res ic;1ent doctor was sta tioned- there. 
26. Indee-a, for the next two centuries Trinity served as a 
• 
major supply port for the Northeast coast of the island". 
27. Why did 
\ . 
E~glish merchants, like Benjamin Leater, cll'oole 
Trinit.y as a base for their operations? 
, 
\ 
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28. First of all,' ,the 
grounds. , 
"'<. 
I 
. ' 
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harbour was located near rich fishing 
- " . 
29. It was large and well-s1\eltered. 
30. And th~ narrows at. 'the entrance could be easily defended 
from at.tack. 
31. The many mil.es of shoreli~e also provided suitable ~~d 
4ttractive sites for the'" ~onst.r"uction of wharves, 
stages, and other struct.ures for trade. , 
" \ 32.- Lester' a firm, like many others at Trinit.y during the 
• 
18th and 19th centuries, was engaged in much commercial 
- activity'. ' 
~ , 
33. The cc;x1 ~hery, the moat. i,!,port.ant !ndust.ry, was c'1ried 
out in. four ways. ' 
34. The most . common was the insho're cod fi:shery,", / \. ' 
35. where men in small. boats fished close to t.he land. 
36. The second method, the bank fishery, required that 
.... 
, 
large vessel.s sail to the Grand Banks to fish. , ,; .. 
After li l.4 ,~ays the banking . t' • to schooners returned to 
• 
• 37. 
Trinity. , 
38. ' Here the fiah wAs cured on large flakes while fishing 
crewa ag-ain prepare~ their vessels' for a return voyage" 
39. Filhermen from Trinity 'went to t.he Labrador to fish. 
- I . _ , t 
·40~ They would l.eave ekrly in 6he spring and ret6rn home in 
the fal.l , -- thei\- veslela laden with cod. 
. ~ 
41. Tx:i~ity merchants sent their vessels to the French 
'. 
, .- Shore to engage , in ·t.he cod fishing there. 
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42. ' The Qod_fishery was indeed Trinity's most lmportant 
'\ 
in~ustry. ',-.J! 
t 
43. A map of Trinity harbour for 1762 shows that all shore 
space suita~le for the fishery was then used. The 
rectangles portray, f~ake ~reas. 
44. The salmon .fishery at Trinity was carried out in two ways • 
.. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
/ 
/ 
/ 48. 
Sqme fishermen caught salmon by using nets along the shore. 
\ ' 
'ethers used weirs'on inland rivers. 
/ 
Shipbu~lding at Trinity was carried out from the 'earliest 
. ~. 
days of settlement. Many vessels were constructed 
using local skills and materials •. 
ClIO" ....~ 
The fur trade and the seal fishery were also active 
.. /' 
industries at Trinity. Fur bearing ~nimals like the 
beaver and the fox wer~.trapped by, local residents. 
, 
49. Sealing was first cfrried out from the land using ~ets 
or small boats. 
'\. • t-
.' , 
50. But by the late l700s, Trinity'mer~hants were sending 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
. ~ 
large vessels to the ice flows some distance from the land. 
o ' 
. . 
During tbe ,winter~. many inhabitants were engaged in 
.. 
',WO?d. work. /Timber was\use~ locally in Shipbuildin~, 
apd~lumber waJ shipped t~St • . John's and ov~rseas •. 
. , 
~ood was also used for maki~g ' barrels and other .c09perage 
products.. • 
The carrying trade 'was especialiy important. Local 
products, were collected.from settlers 
jo 
and along the Northeast ~oist., 
.. 
, 
-
in Trinity Bay 
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55. 
- "' \ . 156. 
Trinity merchants would ship these local products to 
foreign ports and exchange ehem for supplies needed by 
settlers bac~ home. 
;- . 
., 
Life in early Trinity depended on the fishery. Wh~n it 
failed, ma~y wer~ ' left .fe~~i'l;ut~ o~ the brink of 
starvation.· . 
57. Wealthier settlers at first returned to England for the 
'1 1 
winters. to. • 
58. The others remained to brave the harsh Newfoundland 
I 
I 
59. 
60. 
. . 
climat~"Many servants lived in huts along ' the shore 
or in the ·woods. J 
Muc.h ' crime and unruliness occurred during this period. 
. " ' , 
Nevertheless, penalties were harsh a flogging could 
be given for stealing, 
61. or a period in the stocks~could be imposed for breaking 
the' Sabbath D~y. The fir·st.jailhouse was const~uctecl ,: 
in 1775. . . 
~ .. 
62. :Trinity was fortified as early as 1744. The fort was 
63. 
64. 
f. not always manned, however, and in July of ·i7~2 the 
'! 
. ,' 
French occupied the town. 
. " , 
The . occupa tion lasted for 16 ,~days ,and during this time 
the French forces destroyed much property and se~,zed 
some of the settler's provisions and liv'stOCk.~ 
" 
• Several outstanding people lived at Trinity.; One was 
- , 
John ClipCh, clergyma~ ' and doctor, at Trinity from 1·783 
• 
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-to 1819. He was the first person to administer the 
smallpox'vaccine in the new world. 
65. 
. . , 
He also compiled a Beo~huck'vocabulary of 121 words 
gathered from two native Beothuck Indians who resided 
in the town. • 
66. John'August, one of'the Indians, worked for merchants 
in the area. He died in 1788 and was ~uried at Ttinity. 
. ,"\' c - ' •• • . ' 
67. The other JB~oth~Ck, a gir1 named Oubee, w~s captured at 
Notre Dame Bay in 1791. 
- , 68. She was carried to Trinity and . J;'esided there for seve,ral 
69. 
.) 70. 
71. 
72. 
months. Eventually she was taken to England ~y Leste'r ' s 
• 
« 
agent Thoma~ . S·tone: 
• 0 
By the mid-1800s, Trinity had regula~ visits from many 
" people' of church and state. Philip Tocque, one. of the 
~ visitor~, made this sketch of the town in 1842 • 
J.B. Garland, Lester's grandson, lived at Trinity. He 
became the first speaker of~e House of Assembly fo~ 
\ 
Newfoundland in 1821. 
t The first .Anglican church', built in 1730, was rebuilt in 
1821. 
'Rev. WIn. Bullock, minister at Trinity, c,omposed the 
well-known hymn "We love ~ht:l place, 0 God" to be sung 
........ 
at ,the consecration of this new church. , 
73. ' The same church was rebuilt a second time in 1892. It 
I1rs still being u~ed today. 
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74. The Roman Catholic church built in 1833 remains unchanged. 
75. 
76. 
It is one of the oldes~,buildings in Newfoundland. 
t . 
" The first Methodist church at Trinity wa.s built in 
1821. It was rebuilt in 1877. The building was taken 
down in 1935. No Methodist church exists th~re today. 
. .' . 
The earliest schooling at Trinity was c~rried out by 
, . 
private teachers. ( 
77. It was not uniil 1826 that the town received its >first 
schoolhouse. 
78. By the late l800s Trinity was moving into the modern era. 
79. In 1877, it ;eceived its first t~legraph service linking 
.it with Cata'lina and Bonavista, 
80. 
, 
8t. 
\ 
82 .• I ( 
/ 
/ 
!a3. 
84 • 
• 
and in 1893 a wagon road 
Qonnecting it with Shoal 
; 
40 . mile~in lengtn. was ' built 
.> ~. 
Harbour. ' The railway carne in 
1911. ,~ 
Although the sailing sh~p, was the princ~~l means of 
. transportation, steamships like the JOhntM6Adam, ~tarted \ ' . \ /--
to arrive at Trinity by the riddle of th~' 19fh ·century. 
Like most Newfoundland outports, Trinity saw its share 
of disasters · at sea. 
t J 
9ne such di8aste~occurred in 1882 when the steamship 
·r · 
the S.S. Lion, on a return voyage to Trinity, went down 
\ . 
. with all hand a qn board. 
~ . ,. 
The?ri~i;.Y. ~ay . D~sast~r occurred o~ February 27, • \ ,j 
18t:" On that day 24 fishermen 'from Trin~ and the 
sufrounding area perished while sealing out ~e bay:' 
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85. Trinity began to decline in importance' during the las~ 
86. 
half of th~ ,19th century. \ 
St. John's merchants were ~~anding their influence and 
'--" in~the process mu.c:h "trade waS: taken from Trinity. , 
• 
87. In ' 19l0 a whaling industry began operations in the 
town. Success was minimal however, and it had to be 
abandoned a few years later. 
-, . 
- -- - - -- - -,---
88. Trinity's population declined quickly during the first 
I 
" 
.. half of the 20th century. 
89. The population remains the' same today as 'it was in the 
" ., r~J" , 
1950s -- ju~t under 400 people. 
90. Neverth:ies's, th~ S~:!-9building i¥ust~ still survives. 
91. Wooden yessels, such as the longline~, are built for 
fishermen throughout the province. 
92. A new industry is also becoming-increasingly important. 
, 
Tourists come to Trinity to view old-buildings: 
93. to view the museum with its many a~tique8; \ ) 
94. and to view other historic s~tes. 
95. The remains of ct' once rich- and flourishing trading 
.. 
cen~e -- a part of Newfoundland's her~tage. 
96. Credit slide. 
97. Credit slide. 
98. Credit slide • 
99. The End • 
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Instructions 
Answer a11 questions. 
---
Locate the position o/;rinity by circling the proper 
let ter on the map provided. 
• --, 
, r 
... 
2. Trinity was · probably given its name becausel (Circle 
the correct answer.) 
(a) the first settlers. came fr.om a ·place in England 
.-
called Trinity. 
. .(b) there are· three arms that form the outlfne of the 
ha~ur. *' I 
tc) it was discovered on Tr inity Sunday. 
(d) both (b) ~ and (c). 
.' 
.... ~:.-
(e) both (a) and (c). 
..-- ---
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3. The first people that probab~y lived in or around 
"-
Trinity harbour were: (Circle t~ correct answer. ) 
~ 
(a) Beothuck Indians. 
(b) Portuguese explorers. 
f-
. \ I (c) , English fishermen. 
(d) fur traders. .,t--~ 
\ 
4-6. Number the statements below.to show the order in which 
Tf·i.nity became settled. 
The population grew quickly and the town received 
-- --- ' (..':=-~ J its own ma¢st~ate; , church" and doctor. 
7. 
8. 
, 'Trinity had n~ year round settlement but a large 
--,. 
number of English fi&hermen used t.he har~uf 
I " . during the -summertime to cure their fish • 
. ' 
, , 
Sett1ement was small at first. There were ,few 
--
. women and children there at this t.ime. ./ ' 
\. ';I ......... .. 
Trinity harbour was chosen by 'Eng1ish. merchants to 
:-- , .-
become a centre of trade because: (Circle the correct 
.. 
anawer. ) 
• 
(a) it was located near rich fishing g.rounds • 
(b) it '4IAS la,rge and well-sheltered.'" 
(' 
(0) it coutd be ea~i1Y def~tided fronr-at1;~ck 
, 
(d) . " \ it _ had plenty of shore space to bui.1d wharves and 
stages. 
, 
- ' 18) all of the above. ' 
" ) 
j 'r 
) 
-?-'he most important industry at.JI'rinity during the 18th 
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• 
-. (a) the fur trade. .. 
I 
I 
(b) the cod\ fishery; I 
of " 
(c) shipbuilding. r 
(d) woods work. 
Trini ty slart~ to' lOse her importance as a trading 
centre from the 1850s 
... ,. 
, " ~orrect answer. ) ., 
.. 
" 
:. 
(a) . ,.. 
.(bL 
(c) 
---
much ·· of the 
\ 
~he cod ~~~er~ ·f~~led. 
t~e merchants from StrJO n's took 
' . .. . ~, 
trade aw~y. . ' '.. . 
~ , . 
.. - ... . 
ma~y" .,people moved.~ aw!y • . 
, 
I 
• 
, (7 
Today, Tt:i.nity iss. ,<C'i~cle ' the qorrect '-ana er.) 
" (a) 
-(b) . 
1. (c) 
... ' 
... -
-
• 
a large city. 
a 'small town' with 
peoP1f. 
r :.. . 
. ; 
a ,population Qf ~uat under 40~ 
.' ( . , . 
~ . 
~ large town with much industry and 'Commerc·e. 
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Answer all questions. .. 
--
.. 
-- . 
---- -1- The fipst p~ple that probably livdd in or around' 
/ 
~~inity harb~ur weres (Circle tbe correct answ~r. )~ 
.. (a) BeothUck {ndians. '-"\-.. 
" (b) .Portyguese explorers. 
'- .. ",' (c) Englls;Yfishermen. 
~ 
't. ~ ' I ( d) fur traders. 
. 
2. Today, ~rinity iSI (Circle the correct'answer.) 
.-(a) a large city. , 
j< 
(b)I a small town with a'population of just under 400 
people .• 
-.-
~ 
• 
(c) • a large town with much industry and· ,commerce • 
I>,i/I' • ~-. 
Trinity harbour~was Chosen by English mercWarit'-to ' 
" . ' "--4 
be~e a centre of trade because. (Circle fhe correct 
answer.) 
, ' . ..-- . ~ ",. ... ~ 
, 
.. -
4. 
'" 
" . 
(a) 
. it. " I 
it Was located near rioh fishing grounds.' 
, ~ 
was lar~e and well-sheltered,. ,' • (b) it 
" (c) it could be easily defended form attack. 
~ 
(d) u... has plen,y of ahore '.space to build wharves and 
stages. 
(e) all of the above. 
f 
Trinity .tar~ed to lo.~er 
• 
importance as a ttading 
, I -
centre from the 1850, onward becau.e. (Circle the .---. 
t , 
correct an.wert) t 
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l' 
'" (a), the cod fishery failed., 
\ 
(b) the merc~ants from St. John's toolc\ much of the 
./ ~~ 
trade away. ... ... 
~ (c) many ,people moved away • 
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S. Trinity was probably given its name becausel (Circle 
,e 
the correct answer.) 
(a) trye first settlers came from a place. in England 
called Trinity. -
.-(b) / t:here' are.-three arms that form th~ outlfn: of the 
. --, . , I 
\ harbour. 
\ 
6. 
7. 
'. 
( c) 
~d) 
\ (e) 
; 
The 
and 
(a) 
.. . -it was discovered on Trinity·Sunday. 
.. " both~) -and (c). • \ , 
\' 
both (a) and (c)., 
most important industry at Trinity during the 18th 
• • 19th centuries wasi (Circle the ~orrect answer.) 
',.b) 
<lt~':lr:' tr~de. 
t.he' -~~iahery • 
_iPbuilf,ng • 
woods work.~ 
(e) 
(d) 
• .. ' 
Locate the position of Trinity .by circling the proper 
le;f'er &n the ' map pro~i'ded. ... 
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8-10. Number the statements below t~show the order in which 
Trinity became settled. 
, , , 
The population gre~ qu~ckly an the town received 
'L 4. its own magistrate, fhurch, a~d.. doctor. \.. . , Trinity had 'nO year rou~se~ement bUt" a ~arge , r:-- ~ , . . 
, num»er of. English fishermel1 used the harbour • ~ 
• -. . I :· 
during .the summertime to cure their fish. .' . 
• Settlement was small at first. ' There were few 
, 
'" 
I 
women ans! children ,there at this time. -
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